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	Candidates Name: Andrew Welter
	Candidates Office: Club Growth Director
	District Number: 8
	Toastmasters member since: November 1, 2016
	Education: B.S. in Chemical Engineering, Minor in History - Missouri University of Science and TechnologyM.N.S. in Mathematics - Southeast Missouri State University
	Toastmasters offices held and terms of service: Area 5 Director 2019-2020; Division B Director 2020-2021Club Office Roles in High Noon: President 2017-18; VPE 2018-19, 2021-Current; VPPR 2020-21District Pathways Co-Chair 2019-2020; District Education Committee Chair 2022-Current
	Toastmasters honors and recognition: 2021-2022 District 8 Toastmaster of the Year; Legacy Education Awards: Competent Communicator (CC), Advanced Leadership Bronze (ALB);Pathways Awards: Completed Paths: Motivational Strategies, Innovative Planning, Leadership Development, Engaging Humor, Pathways Mentor Program. Paths in Progress: Strategic Relationships Level 4 Completed, Persuasive Influence Level 2 Completed
	Relevant work experience and how it relates to Toastmasters and your role as a District officer: I worked as a Lead Chemist for about 3.5 years.  In that time, one of the key parts of my job was to help assist the lab staff, and work to be a go between from the lab manager and the lab techs.  After that I worked about 5.5 years as a Formulations Coordinator.  In that position I had to work to manage long term plans and work to communicate and gain understanding of long term plans to all levels of staff in order to properly modify ideas and plans and then to effectively implement them.  Both required effective communication skills and the ability to work with multiple different groups in different ways towards a common plan and resolution.
	What experience do you have in strategic planning: As a Formulation Coordinator a key part of my job was to be able to look months or even years in to the future to come up with things such as estimated raw material usage, potential schedule plans to reduce downtime, and long term solutions to lower the amount of waste material that was part of the process.
	What experience do you have in the area of finance: While working at my last employer I had to handle things such as, placing raw material orders and manging the inventory to not bloat cost, manage raw material usage and reducing the amount of waste material in order to lower costs.
	What experience do you have in developing procedures: While both a Lead Chemist and Formulations Coordinator I had to help in writing and reviewing procedures in part with the implementation of a Safe Feed Safe Food program at our location, which is a Quality Management System, similar to an ISO 9001, but for agricultural manufacturing facilities.
	What lessons did you learn from previous leadership positions: I learned a few important lessons that I think are key.  The first is that I can't do it all by myself.  A team is necessary and proper delegation and trust is necessary to lead to success.  The second is that you can't solve all the problems.  A leader has to handle what they and the team can manage, and just make sure to properly prioritize things.  The third is that people have to want to be helped, you cannot force them, and you can't help a person or group until they are ready for that assistance.
	Why do you want to serve as a district officer: Through my multiple years of service in Toastmasters at both the club and the District level, I have acquired a lot of experience and knowledge.  I feel that with my background and experience I can bring a new outlook that I hope can help clubs stabilize and grow.  I also have a deep passion for Toastmasters and hope to let that passion radiate from a top leadership position to reach as many members as possible.
	In your opinion what are the district missions major objectives and how would you work to achieve them: The District mission is "We build new clubs and support all clubs in achieving excellence."   I want to have more of a personal touch with this, reaching out to individual clubs and seeing either what can be done to help them thrive or find out from thriving clubs what they are doing to help other clubs.  My main focus is going to be in member retention.  Not just the number of members, but the actual specific members.  I feel if we can have members that stay longer, that this can translate to stronger and more productive clubs and club meetings, which in turn will allow us to better serve new clubs.
	Additional information about yourself: The two things I try to do in a crisis situation, is first remain clam and second properly access the situation and potential solutions.  I try to implement this in all parts of situations and conflicts in order to try to reach the best solution with as little interruption as possible.


